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Abstract
The authors discuss the problem of sufficiency of potential oil resources to meet the energy demands of global
economomy, as well as medium-term oil production trends in Russia. According to available estimates and
forecasts, oil will dominate global energy needs to 2025. In the coming decades global oil demand will continue
to grow to reach 5.96 billion tonnes in 2020, according to analysts’ forecasts. Plans for economic development of
Russia include further development of production and export capabilities and enhancing Russia’s status as an
important world energy power. This ambitious goal is underpinned by a strong raw materials base and a
developed industrial potential. As projected by “2030 Development Strategy”, by the end of the current decade,
annual oil production will be raised to 520 million tonnes. Actually, the “2030 Development Strategy” objectives
will be achieved at the expense of traditional oil producing regions with the yet high hydrocarbon potential. In
today’s globalizing world, the advanced countries aim their efforts at building energy-efficient societies, which
cannot be done without changing mindsets, development of game-changing technologies, and creating new
social institutions. Resource efficiency is seen as an integral part of Russia’s sustainable development.
Keywords: energy resources, fields, hydrocarbon reserves, investments, expenses, oil production, sufficiency of
hydrocarbon reserves
1. Introduction
Energy is a key element of any process in current civilizations and an essential condition of the mankind daily
living activities. Energy security of a country and availability of a developed energy infrastructure are basic
arguments used in taking serious economic decisions. Development of energy industry has become a guarantee
for world stability and progress; sustainable, consistent supply of energy sources is critical for global economic
growth and increased quality of life of millions of people throughout the world.
Even though power economy is rapidly developing presenting challenging and complex issues to be addressed,
non-renewable hydrocarbons still continue to dominate global energy needs.
It is known that energy once used cannot be reused and in such a closed circuit as the Earth the entropy is
steadily increasing, so even the increasing energy prices will not turn energy resources deficiency into
overabundance (Yartiev, 2012).
Almost after fifty years, oil has revealed the best and the worst in our civilization. It has become a blessing and a
burden. Energy is the backbone of any industrial society. Out of all energy sources oil is the most important and
the most problematic one because of its central role, due to the strategic nature, geographical distribution,
recurring crises in its supply, inevitable and irresistible temptation to grab it for nothing. It will be great if we
reach the end of this century without trying to challenge oil supremacy by political, technical, economic or
environmental crises, partly predictable, partly unpredictable. We can not expect less from the century, on the
formation of which oil has had such a profound impact. Its story has become a panorama of triumphs, tragic and
costly mistakes. Oil helped to achieve mastery over the physical world. It provides our lives and, literally,
through the agricultural chemicals and transportation, gives us our daily bread. It also stirs world wars for
political and economic dominance. A lot of blood was spilled in the name of oil (Daniel Yergin).
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Causes of stock market crashes
c
can bee reduced to a few basic thesses: firstly, irraational logic peeriodically pre
evails
the financcial markets; secondly,
s
this irrationality aalso has its oown laws; thirrdly, a "lenderr of last resorrt" is
required fo
for the financiaal markets to w
weather the crrisis successfuully; it lends m
money at a diffficult time (usually
this role iss assigned to thhe state bank); fourthly, the crisis can nott be avoided (C
Charles Kindleeberger and Robert
Aliber). Fiinancial crises escalate into ffurther econom
mic and social ones. The oil crises can be bboth a cause an
nd an
effect of global financiall and economicc crises.
Increase oof production efficiency is a number-onee issue, particcularly for cappital-intense iindustries, with oil
extracting industry at thhe head of thee list. To be abble to addresss this issue, w
we need solid eeconomic research,
developmeent of novel management
m
toools and investinng mechanism
ms.
Of greatest importancee are the mattters related tto efficient usse of minerall resources, im
mproved rese
ervoir
managemeent, novel enhhanced oil reecovery technologies, extennded reproducction of fixedd assets, attracting
investmennts for productiion revamping, and environm
mental issues.
ment of hydrocaarbon fields haas changed thee structure of ooil reserves in particular oil-and-gas basinss and
Developm
all over thee globe.
Today, tim
me is tough foor innovative aactivities in R
Russia. In the Soviet times, all large-scalee innovations were
financed bby the governm
ment, while in tthe present-dayy Russia the siituation is som
mewhat differennt.
We possess high technnology capabillities, a uniquue research annd productionn potential, annd highly-quallified
personnel, but because of the sluggisshness of econnomic activity this innovatioon potential caannot be transslated
into practiice. In the reccent years, innnovation activiity in Russia hhas sharply cuurtailed and thhe analysts are
e not
optimistic as to its recovvery in the nearrest future.
all be
Innovationn activities doownturn cannoot be accounteed for scarcityy of funds alonne. Particular emphasis sha
placed on improvement of innovation infrastructure (Chakhmakhcchev & Rushwoorth, 2010).
Oil currenntly accounts for
f 40% of thee world’ comm
mercial energyy mix (Fig. 1)). The most part of it is use
ed as
motor fuell, about 8% too 10% as inputts for petrocheemical industrry for productiion of synthetiic rubber, alco
ohols,
polyethyleene, polypropyylene, and otheer petrochemical products (Y
Yartiev, 2011; IIvanter & Kom
mkov, 2012).
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%
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Figure 1. Globbal energy conssumption

For how m
many years willl these reservees suffice to m
meet the ever-grrowing energyy demands? Thhis does not de
epend
on the prooduction volum
mes alone – iniitial recoverabble reserves plaay also a very important role. Table 1 presents
informatioon on proved oil reserves bby top ten oil-producing countries; oil rreserves of R
Russia are give
en in
accordancee with the highh-case estimatee (All About O
Oil, 2013, Top 10, 2012-20133).
Alan Greeenspan, a fameed American eeconomist whoo served as Chairman of thhe Federal Resserve of the United
States from
m 1987 to 2006, in his mem
moir The Agee of Turbulencce: Adventuress in a New W
World writes th
hat in
opinion off many expertss, volumes of ooil supply willl curtail well sshort of the endd of the 21st ceentury (Greenspan,
2008). Gloobal oil producction profile inn million tons per year is preesented in Fig. 2 (BP, 2013;; Statistical Re
eview
2013).
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Table 1. Prroved reservess by top ten countries with thhe largest reserrves (billion off barrels)
Country
Venezuela
Saudi Arabiaa
Canada
Iran
Iraq
Kuwait
UAE
Russia
Libya
Nigeria
T
Total 10 countrries
T
Total in the woorld

Proved reservves as of 1 Jann 2012
296.5
265.4
175.2
151.2
143.1
101.5
97.8
88.2
47.1
37.2
1403.2
1618.8

Prroved reserves as of 1 Jan 20
013
2997.6
2665.9
1773.9
1557.0
1550.0
1001.5
977.8
877.2
488.0
377.2
14116.1
15447.3

4119
3992
3978 4019
3916 39663 3929
38669

Prooduction by noon-OPEC
couuntries2
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2246
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2249
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1804
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1439
1299

772

53
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549
699
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869
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1226

23358

3286
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1105
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30092
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Figure 2. Globbal oil producttion profile (m
million tonnes pper year)
2. Materiaals and Methoods
Accordingg to available estimates
e
and fforecasts, oil w
will dominate gglobal energy nneeds to 2025.
Global connventional oill resources maake, accordingg to different estimates, from
m 230 to 5100 billion tonne
es. In
1940s, theere was no shaared vision am
mong scientistss as to potentiaal oil resourcees and their foorecasts differe
ed by
orders of magnitude, but
b today spreead in estimattes is much lless and we m
may infer thaat the resource
es of
conventionnal oil contained in subsurface reservoirs hhave been asseessed more or lless accuratelyy.
Knowing the extent of exploration of sedimentaryy basins througghout the worrld and considdering the factt that
potential rresources tendd to increase iin the process of developm
ment, we may come to the cconclusion tha
at the
high-case estimate of 510 billion tonnees is more reallistic (BP, 20133).
more than 1622 billion tonnees of oil have been extractedd. Proved oil rreserves (not iincluding oil sands
s
By now, m
reserves inn Canada) are estimated at 1175 billion tonnnes. It followss that nonprovved reserves off conventional light
oil still havve to be explorred make 173 billion tonnes (34% of initiaal potential resoources).
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Hydrocarbons are a depleting resource, and this is not in dispute. Global oil resources are limited, and sooner or
later the global society will face the reality that all existing fields have reached their peak, while new discoveries
are scarce.
In the mid 60s of the XX century King Hubbert suggested the annual oil production - recoverable reserves curve
for 48 southern U.S. states. The resulting bell curve shows symmetrical growth of oil production since the
beginning of its commercial production in the 60s of the last century with its subsequent fall, with a production
peak in 1970 He said that the decline in oil production would certainly occur, despite improvements and
application of new drilling techniques. According to Hubbert, after the peak, or maximum point of production,
the process of permanent and irrevocable depletion of oil wells would begin in all American oil fields (Jim
Rogers). Oil supplies from the United States peaked in 1973, and by 1981 the country's oil companies have
mined almost a third less oil in 48 southern states.
Jim Rogers, a finance professor in the business school at the University of Columbia, writes: "King Hubbert
made a prophetic statement. Even more surprising is that he was the only person on the planet, noting that U.S.
oil reserves (outside of Alaska) will be eroded. Today in the world there is a small group of new Kings Hubbert,
professional geologists and energy analysts who predict that the peak of oil production in the world is not far off.
Again, no one wants to listen to them "(Eric Laurent).
Everyone knows that oil and natural gas are the most important sources of energy and materials used daily by
billions of people around the world. But it all began modestly enough in the XIX century, when the only product
of oil refining was kerosene and gasoline fraction was burned in pits.
The first oil company was founded in the United States under the name Pennsilvania Rock Oil. The first well
was drilled in America in 1859. The first refinery was opened in 1865 in New York.
The beginning of rapid growth of the oil industry is largely due to the names of people who had no direct relation
to it. First of all these are Nicholas Otto, Gottlieb Daimler and Wilhelm Maybach as well as Karl Benz, who
created the first internal combustion engines. Wright brothers first plane, initiating aviation and Henry’s Ford
conveyor created a constant demand for gasoline. With the development of the aviation and automotive
industry beginning of most of the oil was processed into gasoline.
The increase in oil production and refining lasted nearly for the whole XX century. The exception was the period
between 1974 and 1985, when the world oil crisis prevailed. Oil shortages caused major consuming countries to
introduce energy saving policy. Citizens of the United States, where the peak of oil production occurred in 1971,
had to choose more fuel-efficient vehicles. However, after the crisis, the growth of oil production continued.
Over the years of crisis rich countries have become accustomed to save, but developing countries needed more
oil year after year.
Usually, once 40% - 60% of OOIP have been produced, oil production declines by 5% - 15% per year and to
maintain the attained oil production level, operators have to bring oil new fields into development. Thereat,
operators exert every effort to decrease oil production decline in fields under development. These include EOR
and well stimulation treatments, novel drilling technologies, etc. To maintain a stable oil production is, thus,
associated with much more expenses and effort than to bring new fields in production.
In the coming decades global oil demand will continue to grow to reach 5.96 billion tonnes in 2020, according to
analysts’ forecasts.
One of the basic issues facing the global society is to ensure that oil resources will be available to meet these
growing demands.
3. Results
The world’s explored and estimated global resources of conventional oil will be enough to meet demand for the
next 46 years, at current production rates. However, in practice, the situation is a bit more optimistic than this. It
has been known that forecast resources increase as we acquire more knowledge about sedimentary basins. Figure
3 shows global structure of oil reserves and potential for new discoveries (Yartiev, 2011; World energy
consumption, 2012).
More than 50% of 1300 sedimentary basins discovered in the world show promise for search for hydrocarbons.
So far, detailed survey has been carried out only in half of these promising basins. Offshore zones, as well as
continental margins, offer great opportunities. It is believed that “extreme” zones may contain large reserves of
untapped oil and gas: one-fifth of undiscovered light oil reserves (non-OPEC) are contained in deep sea,
one-third – in the Arctic regions.
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Figure 3. Global structure of reserves and potential for new discoveries
4. Discussion
Vast natural resources have always helped Russia to keep afloat in the hardest times of our history. Today,
natural resources are Russia’s comparative advantage, oil and gas are the engine of the Russian economy.
Russia’s commodity exports, including oil and natural gas, account for a significant share of the budget
revenues.
Plans for economic development of Russia include further development of production and export capabilities
and enhancing Russia’s status as an important world energy power. This ambitious goal is underpinned by a
strong raw materials base and a developed industrial potential.
Oil and gas fields in Russia represent a wide vertical range, which can be divided into four large areas (reservoir)
of oil and gas reserves, such as from the Precambrian to Paleozoic, upper Paleozoic, Mesozoic and Cenozoic.
Based on the statistics the most famous and largest oil reserves are in areas such as the East Siberian gas and oil
pool, deposits of oil in the formations from the Precambrian to Paleozoic, deposits in the upper Paleozoic strata
are mainly distributed in the Volga-Ural Basin and Timan-Pechora Basin. Oil reserves in formations of
Mezozzoyya are widespread mainly in the West Siberian Plain and in the southeastern part of the Barents Sea,
such stocks as well can be found in the North Caucasus and in the East Siberian oil and gas basins.
Kaynazoyskie oil reserves are mainly widespread in the north of Sakhalin oil and gas basin of the Far East of
Russia. Based on the analysis of the oil and its major stocks, we believe that the key point is the basic evaluation
unit to measure the inferred resources using the exploration of new oil and gas fields. The results show that in
Russia today there are still a large number of unused and unknown oil and gas fields located in the East Siberian
region and the eastern Barents Sea.
Despite the high cost of drilling and significant remoteness of the Arctic region and emerging technical problems
at low temperatures, there is now a great attention to energy resources in the Arctic. In 1920 Exxon Mobil
discovered most Sereni field. In Russia, geological investigations in the Barents and Kara Seas began in the 19th
century. More systematic studies have been carried out in the period from 1920 to 1930 in the New Earth.
However, deep drilling near Franz Josef Land began only in the late 1980s. (Piskare & Shkatov, 2012)
In the last decade, there has been increased interest to the region by both politicians and businesses. This is due
to global warming and the subsequent melting of Arctic ice. Even those countries that are geographically far
away from this area, namely, Singapore, China, South Korea, Italy and India have shown an interest to the
energy resources of Arctic. This is due to the following circumstances: firstly, an opportunity to more in-depth
study of energy resources, and secondly, the use of the Northern Sea Route considerably reduces the cost of
exploration and production of minerals. As a consequence, these countries have submitted a request and recently
have received observer status in the Arctic Council. In the last decade such countries as the USA, Canada,
Denmark, Norway and Russia began issuing licenses for mineral exploration in the Arctic region.
Russia has major projects planned for the study of the Shtokman field in the Barents Sea, together with Total and
Statoil, as well as on the Yamal Peninsula.
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All this activity may indicate that the Arctic is becoming urgent for the study area. However, many challenges
remain, such as the high cost of drilling. Political and economic risks of oil production will not allow to ensure
the current oil production forecast resources of hydrocarbons in the short term.
Russia’s involvement in international division of labor as a leading energy resources exporter sets the priority for
a foreign-policy course towards development of economic ties with other countries and international
organizations, OPEC in the first place. Shrewd foreign economic policy is also a guarantee of Russia’s social and
economic wellbeing.
As projected by “2020 Development Strategy” and “2030 Development Strategy”, by the end of the current
decade, annual oil production will be raised to 520 million tonnes, natural gas – to 680-730 billion cubic m,
production of motor fuel – to 115-135 million tonnes (Energy Strategy of Russia).
To achieve these goals, Russian oil and gas sector has to tackle a number of challenges, including:
• Substandard infrastructure
• Sharp deterioration of raw material base, including high extent of hydrocarbons reserves depletion
• Deterioration of reserves structure, increase of the share of hard-to-recover reserves
• Disparities between domestic and export prices
• Heavy depreciation of fixed assets
• Insufficient capital investments
• Tough taxation policy
The “2030 Development Strategy” places emphasis on development of the Western Siberia and continental shelf
regions, while traditional oil-producing regions are practically ignored.
Doubtless, the regions with the yet untapped reserves have to be developed, but it is also true that they need huge
investments, which might be a real challenge, while, under certain conditions, old oil regions with the developed
infrastructure are able to contribute significantly to sustained oil production.
To realize the “2030 Development Strategy” objectives, an estimated total cost of USD230-240 billion is needed,
which in terms of 1 tonne increase of oil production is 11 times higher than in Persian Gulf countries and 7 times
higher than in OPEC (Top 10 Oil Producing Countries in the World 2013-2014).
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This is accounted for by remoteness, complex environmental conditions, and nascent infrastructure. Actually, the
“2020 Development Strategy” objectives will be achieved at the expense of traditional oil producing regions
with the yet high hydrocarbon potential. Figure 4 presents oil production profile in Russia (BP, 2013).

Figure 4. Oil production profile in Russia (million tonnes)
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5. Conclusion
New technological solutions imply extensive use of the latest technologies. This is particularly true for extraction
of heavy oils.
So far, the problem of high-performance and effective development of hard-to-recover and heavy oil reserves
has not received sufficient attention in Russia. Given in-place and, in particular, estimated recoverable heavy oil
reserves, wide range of in-situ conditions and reservoir properties, and a very challenging production process,
R&D including field-scale pilot projects to test new recovery, transportation, and processing technologies come
to the fore.
Innovation policy in fuel and energy sector shall pursue extensive application of resource-efficient technologies,
mitigation of environmental impact, and enhanced operational reliability of production, transportation, and
energy resources’ storage systems.
In today’s globalizing world, the advanced countries aim their efforts at building energy-efficient societies,
which cannot be done without changing mindsets, development of game-changing technologies, and creating
new social institutions. Resource efficiency is seen as an integral part of Russia’s sustainable development.
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